
Chang, Richard

From: Chang, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 9:43 AM
To: Schaperow, Jason
Subject: RE: SOARCA items

Jason thanks for your concerns:

Here is a status update:

1. MLSR- I asked Yvonne for a new MLSR because the old one is unintelligible.
2. K. Vierow's RIC presentation- I agree... it highlights the concerns of the Peer Review and should not be

taken lightly.
3. Project delays-

a. Barium release- I will ask Randy/ Yvonne for an update on how they propose we meet the schedule
or delay Appendix A (thankfully we are still bound by Appendix B ISLOCA work)

b. BRC- I have expressed my displeasure at the BRC to Kathy and Mike Scott. I will endeavor to try to
keep future burdens like this form impacting SOARCA (how successfully- I don't know)

c. High burnup and MOX work- Pat is talking to DRA and within DSA to find out who has: Randy's,
Mark Leonard's, Yvonne's time. She will then present a prioritization scheme to Kathy/Jennifer for
their approval (with SOARCA being the priority)

d. Bad weather- This is something I fought management for... but they did not give me any
contingency.

4. Sole Source KC contract- Given that the waiver has gone through... this is less of a priority (not to say it
is not important). I estimate 2 weeks after the revised Sandia 173 is sent out.

We'll talk some of these issues out today if that is okay.

Thanks,
Richard

From: Schaperow, Jason
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 9:34 AM
To: Chang, Richard
Subject: SOARCA items

I would like to check with you in a few minutes regarding a few SOARCA items:

MLSR for Dec 2010 - I would like to discuss with you some comments/questions I have.

K. Vierow's RIC presentation - I would like to reiterate my recommendation that you share this presentation
with Kathy and Jennifer to show/demonstrate to them the issue we are facing with regard to the peer review
committee needing to review and comment on the final NUREG.

Project delay's - The project schedule that we developed did not have margin in it. That schedule is now
being challenged by the following: 1) the issue that we uncovered as a result of questioning the smaller barium
release, 2) our work on Spent Fuel Pools for the Blue Ribbon committee, 3) Sandia's work for NRC on high
burnup and MOX source terms, and 4) lost time at Sandia and NRC due to weather.
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Sole source contract with KC - On Jan 6, Jennifer directed us to get a sole source contract in place. I
remember hearing an estimate of one month to get that contract in place. What is the latest estimated date for
getting that contract in place?

By the way, I checked with Mahmooda and I checked every conference room in CSB and could not locate
today's meeting on high burnup and MOX. Also, I looked for Richard Lee and Hossein Esmaili around 9:00
a.m., but could not find them.
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